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A B S T R A C T   

The atomic coordinates derived from cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) maps can be inaccurate when the voxel 
scaling factors are not properly calibrated. Here, we describe a method for correcting relative voxel scaling 
factors between pairs of cryo-EM maps for the same or similar structures that are expanded or contracted relative 
to each other. We find that the correction of scaling factors reduces the amplitude differences of Fourier-inverted 
structure factors from voxel-rescaled maps by up to 20–30%, as shown by two cryo-EM maps of the SARS-CoV-2 
spike protein measured at pH 4.0 and pH 8.0. This allows for the calculation of the difference map after properly 
scaling, revealing differences between the two structures for individual amino acid residues. Unexpectedly, the 
analysis uncovers two previously overlooked differences of amino acid residues in structures and their local 
structural changes. Furthermore, we demonstrate the method as applied to two cryo-EM maps of monomeric apo- 
photosystem II from the cyanobacteria Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 and Thermosynechococcus elongatus. The 
resulting difference maps reveal many changes in the peripheral transmembrane PsbX subunit between the two 
species.   

1. Introduction 

The comparison of experimentally determined electrostatic poten-
tials (ESP) or electron density (ED) maps of macromolecules can provide 
valuable biological insights at the molecular level. For X-ray diffraction 
data, the isomorphous difference method can be applied to reveal subtle 
structural differences for comparison of pairs of structures with great 
precision. This is because the X-ray data can be placed onto an absolute 
coordinate scale with very small errors (Moore, 2012). The energy of X- 
ray photons as well as the sample-to-detector distances are typically 
known or can be accurately calibrated. In principle, the absolute 
magnification for cryo-EM images (i.e., voxel scale factors) can also be 
accurately calibrated (Frank, 2018; Glaeser, 2019; Glaeser et al., 2021). 
However, errors in the absolute magnification, which affect the coor-
dinate scale or voxel scale of map reconstruction, have largely been 
ignored, despite extensive efforts made to correct for anisotropic 

magnification (Zhao et al., 2015; Grant and Grigorieff, 2015; Zivanov 
et al., 2020). As a consequence, two cryo-EM maps being compared 
could have large coordinate-scale differences that would over-
whelmingly obscure biologically important differences between them 
(Joseph, 2020). Here, we introduce a procedure for removal of artifac-
tual differences due to errors in absolute magnification. This procedure 
corrects for the relative voxel scale factors of the two cryo-EM maps 
being compared so that important underlying structural differences can 
be revealed. 

The overall features of macromolecules are relatively resilient to 
small errors in the voxel scaling factors used for map reconstruction. 
However, those errors can have a significant impact on the accuracy of 
inter-atomic distances and hence the interpretation of biological states. 
Voxel scale factors are especially important for redox active metal ions 
in structures of metalloenzymes. This is because minor but vital map 
characteristics must be assessed when comparing two structures to 
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determine changes in coordination bond lengths associated with 
oxidation state transitions of redox-active cofactors. To demonstrate this 
point, we compare two cryo-EM maps of photosystem II (PSII), the 
conserved water-splitting metalloenzyme involved in oxygenic photo-
synthesis whose mechanism of assembly and repair is central to its 
function (Vinyard and Brudvig, 2017; Vinyard et al., 2013; Cox et al., 
2020; Bao and Burnap, 2016; Heinz et al., 2016; Nixon et al., 2010). We 
focus on the comparison of the monomeric apo-PSII structures from the 
organisms Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 (hereafter Synechocystis 6803) and 
Thermosynechococcus elongatus (Gisriel, 2020; Zabret, 2021). We find 
that they have a relative voxel scale factor difference of 2.4 %, making 
the comparison of the two structures by difference Fourier maps nearly 
impossible. 

The functionality of most macromolecules depends upon changes of 
protonation states in pH-sensing residues, where the addition or removal 
of a proton can be readily visible in cryo-EM maps but not directly 
detectable by X-ray crystallography. Cryo-EM can provide insights into 
the molecular origin of protonation state transitions before the struc-
tural changes take place. The comparative analysis of cryo-EM maps 
requires structures to be on the same relative voxel scale. To demon-
strate this point, we compare two cryo-EM maps of the trimeric spike 
protein of SARS-CoV-2 determined at pH 8.0 and pH 4.0, respectively 
(Zhou, 2020; Mannar, 2021). We find that these two maps exhibit a 
voxel scale difference of 2.9 % that would completely obscure any subtle 
pH-dependent structural changes, or amino acid differences between 
them. However, it is known that the spike protein structure is sensitive 
to pH. In fact, the spike protein is responsible for the initiation of the 
host-viral membrane fusion process that is pH-dependent, critical for 
viral entry into the host cell (Li, 2016; Harvey, 2021). Therefore, it is 
imperative to establish methods that could enable comparisons of cryo- 
EM maps of the spike protein at different values of pH. 

Furthermore, we compared two cryo-EM maps of the replication- 
transcription complex (RTC) of SARS-CoV2 that exhibit a voxel scale 
factor difference of 2.4 %. This difference is so large that it prevents 
accurate comparisons of the RTC complex that would be valuable for 
studies of the translocation process of the RNA duplex product upon 
RNA synthesis (Chen, 2020; Yin, 2020). In fact, without voxel scale 
corrections, the artificial expansion/contraction of the two models 
hinders the detection of any significant displacement of the RNA duplex. 
These limitations prevent the analysis of the dynamical process of 
nucleic acid synthesis through a pairwise comparison of accurate 
structures with substrates and products in different functional states 
(Wang and Konigsberg, 2022; Park, 2021). 

2. Materials, analytical methods, and computational procedures 

2.1. Cryo-EM maps and coordinates of reported structures 

Cryo-EM maps and coordinates were retrieved from the Electron 
Microscopy Data Bank (EMDB) and Protein Data Bank (PDB), as follows: 
(i) emd12335/7nho, pH 6.5, monomeric apo-PSII from T. elongatus 
(Zabret, 2021), (ii) emd21690/6wj6, pH 7.0, monomeric apo-PSII from 
Synechocystis 6803 (Gisriel, 2020), (iii) emd22251/6xlu, pH 4.0, “2P” 
mutated SARS-CoV-2 spike protein (Zhou, 2020), (iv) emd25515/7jwy, 
pH 4.5, “2P” mutated spike protein (Zhou, 2020), (v) emd22505/7sxt, 
pH 8.0, “6P” mutated spike protein plus D614G and N501Y substitutions 
(Mannar, 2021), (vi) the pre-translocation RNA duplex within the 
replication and transcription complex (RTC) of SARS-CoV-2 reported for 
7bv2, at pH 7.4, after incorporation of remdesivir monophosphate with 
pyrophosphate remaining bound (Yin, 2020), and (vii) the post- 
translocation RNA duplex within the RTC reported for 6xez, at pH 8.0, 
with a vacant nucleoside triphosphate (NTP) substrate-binding pocket 
(Chen, 2020). 

The “2P” mutations of the spike protein are K987P and V989P. Un-
expectedly, two additional substitutions of R1107A/Y904S in these “2P” 
mutated spike protein structures were identified in this study, which 

were neither described in the publication nor present in the deposited 
coordinate file. The “6P” mutations are F817P, A892P, A899P, A942P, 
K987P, and V989P, of which the last two substitutions were incorrectly 
assigned in the publication as K968P and V969P (because they were 
neither present in the deposited coordinate files nor in the cited paper). 
For the analysis of the “2P” mutated spike protein, the entire structure 
was included. For the analysis of differences between the “6P” and “2P” 
mutated spike proteins, only the S2 fragment trimer was carved out for 
analysis. Carving was carried out by using the program Chimera (e.g., 
color-zone with carve radius of 2.0 Å) (Pettersen, 2004). 

2.2. Linear volumetric expansion/contraction of Cryo-EM derived 
coordinates 

Structural alignment of the two monomeric apo-PSII structures from 
Synechocystis 6803 and T. elongatus was based on Cα superpositions, as 
carried out using the program Coot (Gisriel, 2020; Zabret, 2021; Emsley 
and Cowtan, 2004). Equivalent residues were extracted, and Cα coor-
dinate shifts were calculated and plotted as a function of Cα distances to 
the center-of-mass of the entire structures, using the open-source pro-
gram X-motif grace (xmgrace) (xmgrace, 2021). The coordinate shifts 
projected on the radial axis (i.e., the vector from the center-of-mass to 
given Cα coordinates) were calculated and plotted. Other graphical 
figures were made by using the program PyMol (Delano). 

2.3. Voxel rescaling, map alignment, and structure-factor amplitude 
scaling 

The initial matrices for the alignment of two cryo-EM maps were 
generated from the corresponding coordinates, using the program 
Chimera (e.g., “mm #2:.A #3:.A”, where #2:.A is reference coordinate 
chain A, #3:.A is target coordinate chain A, and the initial matrix is 
saved in the header of model #3), and applied to the target map (e.g., 
“matrixcopy #3 #1′′, where the #3 PDB header contains the initial ma-
trix and #1 is the target map to be rotated) (Pettersen, 2004). The voxel 
scaling factor for the target map was systematically changed with a 
small increment and the two maps were least-squares fitted for selected 
target grids (”fit-in-map“). The resulting Pearson real-space correlation 
coefficient (CC) within a selected contouring level of the target map was 
plotted as a function of the voxel rescaling factor to find the best relative 
voxel rescaling correction factor with the maximal CC value. The target 
map with the best voxel rescaling correction was resampled on the same 
grid of the reference map (e.g., ”vop resample #1 OnGrid #0′′, where #1 
is the target map with the rotation matrix in its header and #0 is the 
reference map) before the resampled map was written out (Pettersen, 
2004). Both reference and rescaled target maps were Fourier-inverted 
using the program Phenix with the same parameter sets (Adams, 
2010). The two sets of structure factors were concatenated (cad, see 
below for summary) and their amplitudes were scaled for analysis of 
differences between them as a function of resolution (scaleit) with 
various cut-offs, using the program suite CCP4 (Winn, 2011). Vector- 
difference Fourier maps with selected resolution ranges were calcu-
lated (fft) using the program suite CCP4 (Winn, 2011). 

The map Fourier-inversion was also carried out using the program 
suite CCP4 using a command script with a fake “measurement error” 
column added (Adams, 2010; Winn, 2011). In summary, the steps 
involved in the entire computational procedure are: (i) mapmask to 
switch the map sampling axis (“axis z × y”), (ii) sfall to Fourier invert the 
map (e.g., “mode sfcalc mapin”, “symm p1′′, ”resolution 20 2.6′′ as an 
example), (iii) mtz2various to convert the mtz file to a text file so that a 
fake measurement error column can be added), (iv) f2mtz to convert the 
resulting text file back to the mtz file format, (v) cad to concatenate two 
mtz files, (vi) scaleit to scale their amplitude to the selected resolution 
range (e.g., “resolution 20 2.6′′), and finally (vii) fft to calculate the 
vector-difference Fourier maps with a selected resolution (e.g., ”reso-
lution 20 2.6′′, “labin F1 = F_target, PHI = PHI_target, F2 = F_reference, 
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PHI2 = PHI_reference”). Difference maps were visualized with a mini-
mal attempt made to slightly fit coordinates into the corresponding 
maps for making proper figure illustrations using the graphics programs 
Coot and PyMol (Emsley and Cowtan, 2004; Delano). 

2.4. Automated model refinement against voxel-rescaled experimental 
maps 

The cryo-EM maps of emd22505/7sxt (pH 8.0) and emd22251/6xlu 
(pH 4.0) were voxel-rescaled by up to ± 10 % in steps of 1 % increments 
(Zhou, 2020; Mannar, 2021; Pettersen, 2004), and the corresponding 
atomic models for the two structures were used for automated model 
refinement using Phenix with default settings at 2.3 Å and 2.4 Å reso-
lution, respectively (Adams, 2010). The 6xlu coordinates have also been 

modified to include the new R1107A and Y904S substitutions in each 
subunit (see below). The real-space CC between the experimental maps 
and the model-calculated maps within masks were calculated, and the 
model R-factors were plotted as a function of voxel rescaling factors. For 
map-to-map CC calculations, different sampling rates of target maps 
were used at different relative contouring levels for inclusion or exclu-
sion of some weak-amplitude voxels. 

2.5. Real-space difference maps between density functional theory- 
derived maps 

To demonstrate why removal of resolution differences through 
Wilson amplitude scaling is important for proper calculation of pairwise 
vector-difference Fourier maps, we calculated isomorphous difference 

Fig. 1. Comparison of two monomeric apo- 
PSII coordinates. (A) Two orthogonal views 
of the 6wj6 reference structure from Syn-
echocystis 6803 in colors: the core subunits 
D1 (chain A), green, CP47 (chain B), cyan, 
CP43 (chain C), magenta, D2 (chain D), 
yellow, and PsbX (chain X), purple. (B) Su-
perposition of the 6wj6 and 7nho structures. 
(C) Cα shift vectors from the Synechocystis 
6803 to T. elongatus apo-PSII structures. (For 
interpretation of the references to color in 
this figure legend, the reader is referred to 
the web version of this article.)   
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maps with and without removal of resolution differences in theoretical 
structures. Isomorphous difference Fourier maps were calculated using 
the density functional theory (DFT)-derived ED maps at 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 
4.0, and 5.0 Å resolution between cyanide-bound and apo heme mole-
cules after the amplitudes of the two sets of structure factors were 
properly scaled, using the programs Gaussian 16 and CCP4 (Winn, 2011; 
Frisch, et al., 2016). Real-space map differences were calculated be-
tween the cyanide bound heme at 2.0 Å and the apo heme at 5.0 Å, after 
the two maps were placed on the same scale and with the same standard 
deviation of the entire unit cell. Calculations without removal of reso-
lution differences are to demonstrate why amplitude scaling factors are 
important for a proper analysis of difference maps. Initial coordinates of 
the cyanide-heme complex (PDB 1shr) and the apo-heme molecule 
(2dn2) were taken from the corresponding human hemoglobin crystal 
structures (Sen, 2004; Park et al., 2006). Their geometries were opti-
mized at the UB3LYP/6–31 + G* level of density functional theory with 
high-spin Fe(II) of spin 5/2 (Gheidi et al., 2017; Becke, 1988; Hariharan 
and Pople, 1973). The relationship between the resolution and the 
overall Wilson B-factor was taken from an empirical equation derived 
from all crystallographic data deposited in the PDB (Wang, 2017b). 

3. Results 

3.1. Volumetric expansion/contraction in apo-PSII coordinates 

The superposition of the two monomeric apo-PSII coordinates shows 
that the T. elongatus apo-PSII, 7nho, is noticeably larger than the Syn-
echocystis 6803 apo-PSII, 6wj6 (Fig. 1) (Gisriel, 2020; Zabret, 2021). The 
increased size of 7nho relative to 6wj6 can be visualized by vectors 
connecting the equivalent Cα atom pairs in the 6wj6 to 7nho structures 
(Fig. 1E, 1F). The vectors are largely in radial directions, i.e., from the 
center-of-mass to given Cα locations. When the lengths of Cα shift vec-
tors are plotted against a function of the radii to the center, the plot can 
be linearly fitted with a slope of 2.7 % (Fig. 2A). Not all Cα shift vectors 
are precisely parallel to the radial axes, particularly those of the CP43 
subunit (chain C in the PDB coordinate files, cyan in Fig. 1). This is due 
to different local domain rotations of the CP43 subunit within the 
complex, associated with different compositions and different pH values 
(pH 7.0 versus pH 6.5). The plot can also be linearly fitted with a slightly 
smaller slope of 1.9 % (Fig. 2B) when the Cα shift vectors are projected 
onto the radial axes, which would largely remove shifts associated with 
domain rotations since the rotational axes often passed through the 
center-of-mass. Therefore, an overall volumetric expansion/contraction 
coefficient of the 7nho structure relative to the 6wj6 structure ranges 
from 1.9 % to 2.7 %. 

The large linear volumetric expansion/contraction coefficients under 
the experimental conditions of PSII samples are not consistent with the 
protein compressibility coefficients at high pressure, or contractibility 

associated with reduced temperature, as often observed in X-ray crys-
tallography (Roche, 2012; Yamada et al., 2015; Collins et al., 2011). 
Instead, they result from inaccurate voxel rescaling factors as docu-
mented below. 

3.2. Determination of relative voxel rescaling factors in cryo-EM maps 

The plot of the Pearson real-space CC between the target and refer-
ence maps exhibits a bell shape with a well-defined maximum as a 
function of the correction factor for voxel rescaling of the target map 
(Fig. 3). When the two maps are on the same scale, the CC between the 
target and reference map is maximum, enabling us to have both maps on 
the same scale, as demonstrated for the two apo-PSII structures (Gisriel, 
2020; Zabret, 2021). The expansion/contraction coefficient estimated 
between the two monomeric apo-PSII cryo-EM maps is 2.4 % (Fig. 3A). 
This value is consistent with the range of 1.9 % and 2.7 % determined 
from the comparison of Cα coordinates (Fig. 2). 

The real-space Pearson CC analysis of two cryo-EM structures of the 
SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, reported by two independent groups at pH 
8.0 and pH 4.0, shows that the voxel rescaling factor difference is 2.9 % 
(Fig. 3C) (Zhou, 2020; Mannar, 2021). This is typical for cryo-EM maps 
of the same structure produced by different groups. However, cryo-EM 
maps obtained by using the same instruments at the same time gener-
ally do not exhibit large differences. For example, the two SARS-CoV-2 
spike protein structures emd22251/6xlu (pH 4.0) and emd22515/7jwy 
(pH 4.5) (Fig. 3E) have a relative rescaling correction factor smaller than 
0.3 % (Zhou, 2020). 

The effect of incorrect voxel scaling factors on cryo-EM maps and the 
resulting structures can be significant. For example, before applying 
voxel scaling corrections, the emd25505 and emd22251 maps of the S2 
fragments of the spike trimer have an overall amplitude difference of 
47.8 % at 2.6 Å, and the amplitude differences at a resolution between 
2.6 and 5 Å were > 50 % (Fig. 3B) (Zhou, 2020; Mannar, 2021). After 
applying the corrections, the amplitude differences are reduced 
to ~ 20–25 % with an overall value of 25.8 % (Fig. 3B). 

X-ray crystallographic structures with an overall amplitude 
difference > 50 % are considered unrelated since they are close to the 
Wilson limit of 58.6 % for complete statistical unrelatedness (Wilson, 
1949; Wilson, 1950). With such large differences, it would be nearly 
impossible to determine relative Wilson B-factors to remove resolution 
differences between them for proper calculations of difference Fourier 
maps. For the two apo-PSII cryo-EM maps (Gisriel et al., 2020; Zabret 
et al., 2021), the overall amplitude difference is 44.2 % before voxel 
scaling correction and is reduced to 38.2 % after it. The remaining large 
residual difference is mainly due to different rotations of the CP43 
subunit in the two structures (see below) as well as different post- 
refinement correction factors applied to the two maps, which affect 
data of both high- and low-resolution shells that exhibited very large 

Fig. 2. Correlation of Cα shift vector length with the Cα distance to the center-of-mass comparing the two apo-PSII structures. (A) The absolute length (fitted slope is 
2.711%). (B) Projected Cα shifts onto the radial axes exhibit a smaller slope (fitted slope is 1.9411%). 
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differences even after minimization. 

3.3. Visualization of amino acid differences and their local consequences 

The PsbX subunit of PSII exhibits only 45 % sequence similarity in 
PSII between Synechocystis 6803 and T. elongatus and there are 16 
different amino acid residues plus one insertion/deletion involving a 
helix-breaking proline residue (Fig. 4A) (Gisriel, 2020; Zabret, 2021). 
This transmembrane subunit is located on the periphery of the PSII core 
and has a relatively low local resolution so the sidechains cannot be 
directly determined from the experimental maps. Even a large residue, 
like Phe (F25) of PsbX in the Synechocystis 6803 PSII map, cannot be 
unambiguously assigned (Fig. 4C). The equivalent position in PsbX from 
T. vulcanus has a Thr residue (T24), which is much more challenging to 
visualize. Nevertheless, the voxel-scaled difference Fourier map gener-
ated from the two structures exhibits an outstanding negative peak at 
this position, which represents a large size difference between the two 

residues. There is also an outstanding negative feature at the position 
corresponding to V25 from Synechocystis 6803 PsbX and the corre-
sponding A26 from T. vulcanus PsbX, again, representing their size dif-
ference, and so on (Fig. 4C). In fact, size difference features can be 
unambiguously visualized for 15 of the 16 sequence differences on this 
helix (Fig. 4B, 4C). Other differences in this region included a lipid 
molecule that is present only in the PSII structure of Synechocystis 6803, 
but not of T. elongatus (Gisriel, 2020; Zabret, 2021). Therefore, when the 
two experimental maps are properly aligned and scaled, vector- 
difference Fourier maps can reliably reveal every important subtle dif-
ference on the helix. This is because the isomorphous vector-difference 
Fourier maps for two cryo-EM maps have no model-phase bias issue that 
is often encountered in X-ray crystallography. 

Unlike the spike protein, the largest difference ESP features in the 
two apo-PSII maps do not correspond to amino acid sequence differ-
ences. Instead, they are associated with displacements and local domain 
rotations of the CP43 subunit within each complex (Fig. 4D, 4E, Fig. S1). 

Fig. 3. Numerically varying correction factors for voxel scale between target and reference maps. (A, C, E) Real-space correlation coefficient (CC) after systematically 
varying the relative correction factors to given voxel scale. (B, D, F) Amplitude differences with and without voxel rescaling after amplitude scaling to remove 
resolution differences with selected resolution ranges. (A, B) The apo-PSII maps of emd12335/7nho (T. elongatus) and emd21690/6wj6 (Synechocystis 6803). (C, D) 
The SARS-CoV-2 spike protein maps of emd22505/7sxt and emd22251/6xlu (pH 4.0). (E, F) The SARS-CoV-2 spike protein maps of emd25515/7jwy (pH 4.5) and 
emd22251/6xlu (pH 4.0). 
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When maps for these domains were locally realigned individually and 
difference ESP maps were recalculated, all amino acid differences be-
tween the two species in these domains could be visualized with 
outstanding difference peaks. 

The descending order of difference peak amplitudes between 
emd22251 (pH 4.0/the “2P” mutant of the spike protein of SARS-CoV-2) 
and emd25515 (pH 8.0/the “6P” mutant) shows that all large difference 
peaks are mainly at the known sites or near vicinities of the proline 
substitutions (Fig. 5) (Zhou, 2020; Mannar, 2021). Between the two 
structures, three substitution sites of F817P, A892P, A899P exhibit very 
large difference features (Fig. 5A-5C). All the three proline sidechains 
have well defined ESP features, noticeably at the two extra methylene 
groups in the proline ring relative to the parent alanine or phenylalanine 
residues. The fourth A942P substitution has a much smaller difference 
peak because this region has a much lower level of ESP features. At the 
vicinity of the F817P substitution, the largest differences are associated 
with the displacements of the Q804 backbone that stacks against F817, 
but not at the substitution site itself (Fig. 5F). 

3.4. Two overlooked amino acid substitutions in a SARS-CoV-2 spike 
protein variant 

Systematic examination of difference features led us to identify-two 
unexpected amino acid substitutions in two cryo-EM maps reported for 
the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein (measured at two different pH values, pH 
4.0 and pH 8.0) (Fig. 6) (Zhou, 2020; Mannar, 2021). The difference 
features revealed that strong negative peaks on the sidechains of both 
R1107 and Y904, suggesting that these large sidechains are absent in the 
low pH structure. Associated with the negative peak for the R1107 
sidechain, there is a positive peak for the repositioned Cβ atom of the 

R1107A substitution. The entire R1107 turn is flanked by positive and 
negative difference features, resulting from a displacement of this loop. 
This loop has well-defined ESP features in both maps with the highest 
local resolution (of ~ 2.4 Å) at the center of the protein and can be fitted 
with great confidence. The fitted loop in the “2P” low-pH structure has 
Cα displacements of 1.0, 1.4, 1.9, 1.6, and 1.4 Å for Q1106, R1107A, 
N1108, F1109, and Y1110, respectively, relative to the high-pH “6P” 
structure. These displacements are fully supported by difference ESP 
features (Fig. 6C). 

Upon the displacements of the R1107-containing β-hairpin, the 1.4-Å 
displacement of R1107A leaves no room for a Tyr sidechain to fit the 
reported Y904 position in its neighboring subunit because the displaced 
R1107A (whose identity is unambiguously established in the experi-
mental map) now occupies the Y904 position. Like R1107, the sidechain 
of Y904 also exhibits a very large negative difference feature, suggesting 
that a reduced size change of the residue at this position (whose identity 
is only approximately established in the map). We observed that two 
alternate conformations of S904 best explain the observed ESP features 
at this position, both of which are hydrogen-bonded to three ordered 
water molecules (Fig. 6F). The same substitutions are also clearly pre-
sent in the emd25515/7jwy structure (pH 4.5) (Zhou, 2020). Without 
making R1107A and Y904S substitutions in the atomic models of the 
6xlu (pH 4.0) and 7jwy coordinates (pH 4.5), the entire R1107- 
containing loop fitted the ESP features very poorly, as did the Y904 
sidechain. 

3.5. Possible calibration of the absolute voxel scales of cryo-EM maps 
using model refinement 

Voxel scaling errors of 2.7 % in metalloenzymes such as PSII are too 

Fig. 4. Visualization of known amino acid differences and structural differences between the Synechocystis 6803 and T. elongatus apo-PSII. (A) Sequence alignment of 
PsbX for the two species. (B, C) The transmembrane PsbX subunit from A6 to K33 has 16 residue differences described in this figure between the two species including 
an insertion/deletion involving a Pro residue in the middle (omitted in figures and as a division for panels A and B). First panels, superpositions of two structures with 
difference maps. Positive differences are in blue. Negative differences are in red. Middle panels, superposition of Synechocystis 6803 map with both structures, and 
differences in meshes. Right panels, superposition of T. elongatus map with both structures. Substituted residues are shown in large spheres and sticks. There is a lipid 
molecule (SQD-111) present in the Synechocystis 6803 map, but not in the T. elongatus map. (D) Two views of superposition of both models with difference maps show 
relative domain rotations (i.e., non-random distribution of positive and negative features). (E) Superposition of both models with each map (isosurface) and dif-
ferences (isomesh). See supporting information Fig. S1 for additional stereodiagram for panels D and E. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure 
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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large to accurately determine oxidation states of metal ions because 
these errors would far exceed the change of metal–ligand bond lengths 
associated with different redox states. For the typical single C–C bond 
length of 1.540 Å, 3 % voxel scaling errors would increase or decrease 
the ideal C–C bond length by 0.046 Å, and 5 % voxel rescaling errors 
would alter the ideal bond lengths by 0.077 Å. If one ignores voxel- 
scaling errors and still applies ideal bond length restraints for model 
refinement with a permissive standard deviation of 0.010 Å, which 
many current model refinement programs do, the resulting coordinates 
could be misinterpreted. Therefore, with incorrect voxel sizes in cryo- 
EM maps, the coordinates obtained do not bear the physical soundness 
and they often have incorrectly restrained bond lengths, bond angles, 
and atomic B-factor distribution between bonded atoms, the latter of 
which are often used as a fudge factor to artificially improve the CC 
value between the experimental maps and atomic models by over-fitting 
the data after masking out voxel scaling errors. 

The emd25505/pH 8.0 and emd22251/pH 4.0 cryo-EM maps re-
ported for the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein were manually expanded and 
contracted through voxel rescaling by up to ± 10 % in a step of 1 % 
increments (Zhou, 2020; Mannar, 2021). In each case, the Pearson CC 
values of the 20 voxel-rescaled maps to the original maps changed 
rapidly as a function of voxel rescaling factor (Fig. 7A, 7B). The rates of 
the change depend on the sampling of the target maps. When sampling 
(before resampling) included all weak-signal voxels, the rates are the 
fastest. When sampling included only strong-signal voxels, the rates are 
slower (Fig. 7A, 7B). 

Automated model refinements using Phenix (Adam et al., 2010) 
against the 20 voxel-rescaled maps also exhibit bell-shaped curves for 
the CC values between the rescaled experimental maps and model- 

calculated maps, with inverted bell-shaped curves for model R-factors 
(Fig. 7C, 7D). The peak positions (maxima for the CC values and minima 
for the R-factors) approximately represent the absolute voxel rescaling 
factors. However, these peaks and troughs are very broad, which imply 
that the absolute voxel rescaling factors determined this way have large 
errors. Nevertheless, this model-to-map analysis and the above map-to- 
map analysis reveal consistent trends of volumetric expansion and 
contraction observed for the two cryo-EM maps and the coordinates 
being derived. 

All 21 models (the 20 rescaled maps and one original voxel-scaled 
map) for each structure were refined using the standard bond length 
restraints because we do not have a prior knowledge about which map is 
on the absolute voxel scale. The resulting root-mean-squares deviation 
from the ideal bond lengths varied from 0.006 to 0.007 Å. An analysis of 
the distribution and mean values of Cα-C, Cα-Cβ, and Cα-N bonds within 
each residue shows the mean values (as well as median values) are 
approximately linearly proportional to the voxel rescaling factors and 
that they are systematically smaller than the corresponding ideal bond 
lengths used for restraints by significant amounts in both sets of struc-
tures (Fig. 8). Without voxel rescaling, the mean differences for these 
bonds are about − 0.020 Å, − 0.013 Å, − 0.027 Å, respectively (Fig. 8). 
Even with the maximal expansion (+10 %) studied here, these mean 
bond lengths remain still smaller than the ideal bond lengths (Fig. 8), 
which may be due to electron-induced damage to proteins (see discus-
sion). Similar results were obtained when model refinement was carried 
out using Refmac5 (Fig. 8) (Murshudov et al., 1997). 

When the projected Cα shift vectors along the radial axes between 
the original and the expanded/contracted coordinates were plotted as a 
function of the location of the Cα coordinate to the center-of-mass, the 

Fig. 5. Visualization of known amino acid substitutions in the SARS-CoV-2 spike proteins. (A-C) For F817P, A892P, and A899P substitutions. Left panels, super-
position of both structures and their difference maps between pH 4 and pH 8. Middle panels, superposition of pH 4 structure with pH 4 map (isosurface) as well as 
difference maps (isomesh). Right panels, superposition of pH 8 structure with pH 8 map as well as difference maps. Negative differences are in red, and positive 
differences in blue. (D) Superposition of pH 4 structure with pH 4 map for F817. (E) Difference maps for local effects of the F817P substitution. (F) Superposition of 
pH 8 structure with pH 8 map for F817P in stereodiagram. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version 
of this article.) 
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resulting coordinate expansion/contraction coefficients were fully 
consistent with the voxel rescaling factors manually applied to their 
cryo-EM maps when they were within ± 3 % (Fig. 8E). More complex 
patterns emerged when these coefficients were outside the range 
of ± 5 % (Fig. 8F). 

3.6. Other methods for determination of the absolute voxel scale of cryo- 
EM maps 

A limitation of model-refinement-based correction for the absolute 
voxel scaling factor is that protein volumes can sometimes be com-
pressed at high pressures or contracted at reduced temperature without 
altering local geometry of bond lengths and angles (Roche, 2012; 
Yamada et al., 2015; Collins et al., 2011). Nevertheless, the coefficients 
of protein compressibility and contractibility should be much smaller 
than the large voxel scaling errors observed here. It appears that current 
model refinement programs cannot effectively distinguish the volume 
change due to incorrect voxel scaling from that of intrinsic protein 
compressibility or contractibility. Other more robust procedures need to 
be developed to address this challenge using an external reference, 
which could include molecular dynamics simulations and high- 
resolution crystal structures if they are available. 

In theory, high-quality crystallographic structures could be used to 
calibrate the absolute voxel scale factors of a cryo-EM structure. In 
practice, it is very difficult because often very high-resolution crystal 
structures are obtained only for small to medium sized protein molecules 
whereas cryo-EM structures of proteins often do not have accurate 
crystal structures available for such calibration. The crystal structure 
reported for dark-adapted PSII (5b5e) represents one of the highest 
resolution and the most accurate crystal structures for PSII (Tanaka 
et al., 2017), which in theory could be used for calibration of the ab-
solute voxel scale of PSII cryo-EM maps in theory. However, cryo-EM 

and X-ray crystallography may have captured different functional 
states that could involve some local domain rotations and other struc-
tural rearrangements, making the calibration of this kind difficult. 
Moreover, the metal ion bond lengths and coordination geometry of the 
oxygen-evolving complex in the crystal structures of PSII intermediates 
remain highly contested (Wang et al., 2021; Ibrahim, et al., 2021), and 
they may not be suitable for calibration of cryo-EM maps. 

In fact, the voxel scaling issue we initially encountered was during 
our comparison of MD-derived ESP maps with cryo-EM maps involved in 
the translocation process of the RNA duplex product after RNA synthesis 
and other enzyme systems (Wang et al., 2022a; Wang, et al., 2022c). 
Comparison of atomic models reported for 7bv2 (pre-translocated 
product complex) with 6xez (post-translocated product complex) shows 
that these two structures have a relative expansion/contraction factor of 
2.4 % associated with uncorrected voxel scale factors of their corre-
sponding cryo-EM maps (Fig. 9) (Chen, 2020; Yin, 2020). A detailed 
comparison of MD-derived ESP maps with the experimental maps is 
beyond the scope of this study (Wang et al., 2022a,b,c). Although only 
three pairs of cryo-EM maps were selected in this study to demonstrate 
the effect of the voxel scaling issue, this problem exists for nearly all 
cryo-EM maps and have not yet effectively been addressed. 

3.7. Real space difference maps without removing resolution differences 

Real-space differences can be directly calculated between two cryo- 
EM maps without going through reciprocal space using Fourier-inverted 
structure factors, after equalizing the standard deviations of the entire 
maps while ignoring their resolution differences. The real-space differ-
ence maps are challenging to discern if the two maps are in different 
resolutions. To explain how resolution differences could affect the 
resulting real-space difference maps, we calculated difference maps 
between the DFT-derived cyanide-bound heme map at 2.0 Å resolution 

Fig. 6. Identification of two overlooked substitutions of amino acid residues in the spike protein of a new SARS-CoV-2 variant. (A) Superposition of R1107/pH 8 
structure (green) with pH 8 map (green isosurface) and the A1107/pH 4 structure (gold) with difference maps (isomesh). (B) Superposition of the A1107/pH 4 
structure (gold) with pH 4 map (gold isosurface) and the R1107/pH 8 structure (green). (C) Stereodiagrams of (D and E) but with differences in isosurface and 
individual maps in isomesh. (D) An extended view of superposition including neighboring subunits where the Y904S substitution is identified. (E) Superposition of 
the Y904/pH 8 structure with the pH 8 maps at high (green isosurface) and low (gold isomesh) contour level. (F) Superposition of the S904/pH 8.0 structure with pH 
4 maps at high (gold isosurface). (G) Superposition of the pH 8 structure with the pH 8 map in stereodiagram. (H) Superposition of the pH 4 structure with the pH 4 
map in stereodiagram. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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and an apo heme map at 5.0 Å resolution (Fig. 10). In the high-resolution 
map, all ED features are distributed near the atoms whereas in the low- 
resolution map, the features spread away from the atoms. Differences 
between the two maps resulted in many negative features above and 
below the heme plane (small positive features on the heme plane) that 
could completely obscure the true difference associated with binding of 
cyanide to the heme (Fig. 10). The resolution-difference problem (as 
well as the overall B-factor difference problem) in real-space cryo-EM 
map differences has also been recently addressed elsewhere (Gisriel 
et al., 2020). 

When resolution differences are removed through a reciprocal space 
amplitude scaling procedure, the feature associated with binding of 
cyanide to the heme can be unambiguously seen in the difference 
Fourier maps even at 5.0 Å resolution (Fig. 10). In general, it appears 
that isomorphous difference Fourier methods are more accurate, partly 
because it removes B-factor and resolution differences. In fact, 

isomorphous difference Fourier methods have been used to reveal azide 
binding to the heme in heme-containing proteins as well as subtle 
movements of protein side chains associated with ligand binding even at 
a very low resolution of 9 Å (Stryer et al., 1964). The isomorphous 
difference method is the most sensitive method if a high-degree of 
isomorphism can be achieved (Kraut, 1965). 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Isomorphous vector-difference Fourier maps for cryo-EM 

In X-ray crystallography, isomorphous difference Fourier maps can 
reveal binding of small ligands and subtle structural changes between 
pairs of structures (Kraut, 1965). The method ensures that all differences 
are stemmed from experimentally observed amplitude differences, not 
from model phase differences. In cryo-EM maps, however, both 

Fig. 7. Artificially voxel-rescaled maps for model refinement in attempt for determination of the absolute voxel scale of cryo-EM maps using model refinement. (A, B) 
Pearson real-space correlation coefficients (CC) between voxel-rescaled maps and the original emd25505/7sxt map at the recommended contour level (0.10 unit), 
half the value, and five times the value, which alter the number of voxels used for calculation. (B) The same plot for emd22251/6xlu. (C) The CC between the voxel- 
rescaled maps and model-calculated maps (black) as well as model R-factors (green) after standard model refinement using Phenix. Maxima and minima are 
indicated, which are on the right side of unit rescaling factor. (D) The same plot for emd22251 in which maxima and minima on the left side of the unity rescaling 
factor after standard model refinement using Phenix. (E, F) The same as (C, D) but with model refinement using Refmac5. (For interpretation of the references to color 
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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amplitudes and phases are experimentally measured. So, vector- 
difference Fourier maps could be even more sensitive if the ampli-
tudes could be placed on the same absolute scale after the two maps are 
aligned. It could detect binding of a single proton to an ionizable residue, 
which would have an enhanced signal in cryo-EM maps. This compari-
son requires that the cryo-EM maps should be properly scaled to have 
the same overall B-factors and the same resolution using Wilson scaling 
methods because the structure factor amplitudes of any molecule should 
always obey the Wilson statistics (Moore, 2012; Wilson, 1949). This 
scaling should be applied after correcting for the relative voxel scaling 
issue and before post-refinement procedures applied to two half maps 
(Wang et al., 2018a). Afterward, isomorphous vector-difference Fourier 
maps can reveal subtle differences of maps associated with structural 
differences that are important for biological information (Wang et al., 
2018b). 

When voxel scale factors are not corrected, the amplitude differences 
of the two maps being compared are so large that Wilson scaling is no 

longer applicable. The resulting vector-difference map between them is 
then dominated by positive and negative features from misaligned 
structural features associated with artificially expanded and contracted 
structures. When voxel scale factors are corrected, these large artificial 
difference features are eliminated so that the smaller, biologically 
relevant difference features can be revealed. If local domain rotations 
can be detected and excluded, even smaller difference features can be 
identified. For example, after voxel scaling correction, we have revealed 
two overlooked amino acid substitutions (R1107A/Y904S) in one of the 
spike proteins of SARS-CoV-2 used for cryo-EM structure determination 
(Fig. 6). The finding is not completely unexpected because mutations 
may arise in the plasmids of spike protein after many runs of plasmid 
amplification and may have escaped from detection if they were not 
frequently re-sequenced for chemical validation. 

Fig. 8. Proportionality of volumetric expansion or contraction coefficients in the resulting coordinates obtained from automated model refinement against voxel- 
rescaled cryo-EM maps. (A) The mean Cα-C bond lengths as a function of voxel-rescaling factor for the 7sxt (green) and 6xlu (black) coordinates after standard 
model refinement using Phenix. The ideal Cα-C bond length of 1.525 Å is indicated in dotted line. (B) The Cα-Cβ bond length. (C) The Cα-N bond length. (D) Examples 
of Cα-C bond length distributions in the entire 7sxt structure for selected voxel rescaling factors of 0.90 and 1.00 in dashed curves and 0.95, 1.00, 1.05 in sold curves. 
(E) Projected Cα shifts as a function of the Cα distance to the center of the mass for voxel-rescaling factors of 1.01 (green), 1.02 (blue), 0.99 (magenta) and 0.98 (red) 
relative to the unit. (F) Those of voxel-rescaling factors 1.05 (cyan) and 0.95 (gold) relative to the unit. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure 
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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4.2. X-ray and electron radiation-induced damage 

Crystallographic ED maps can also suffer from the coordinate scaling 
ambiguity problem when a high-dose X-ray radiation is used for data 
collection. The unit cell volume is gradually expanded with accumulated 
dose of X-ray and data collection time (Ravelli et al., 2002; Sliz et al., 
2003). A fraction of this expansion is transiently associated with local 
heating whereas much of the expansion is permanent due to radiation- 
induced oxidation (Wang, 2016a,b). The averaged unit cell di-
mensions would represent diffraction data of the structures with 
different volume-scaling factors. This volume-scaling problem is mini-
mized when a low-dose of X-ray radiation is used for data collection 
(Tanaka et al., 2017). Moreover, crystallographers routinely exclude 
severely damaged images during data processing (e.g., when the overall 
intensity-scale factors have been reduced by>30 %, or the overall B- 

factor increment ΔB for intensity-scaling factors are above + 5 
to + 10 % Å2). However, very few cryo-EM studies have attempted to 
exclude severely damaged frames in movie stacks of individual images 
during image reconstruction (Gisriel, et al., 2022; Kato, 2021). There-
fore, the effect of electron-induced damage on the resulting cryo-EM 
maps remains poorly characterized. 

Recent analysis of high-dose high-resolution cryo-EM maps shows 
that Cα atoms often exhibit very small chiral volumes (Wang, 2017a). 
Difference maps between late and early time frames of movie stacks of 
images from the T. acidophilum proteasome shows that the protein 
backbone and sidechains exhibited dehydrogenation reactions and that 
its β-ring expanded slightly and rotated relative to the α-ring, as a 
function of the electron dose (Wang et al., 2018b). Dose-dependent 
image reconstruction for the two PSII cryo-EM maps with higher- 
resolution showed that high-resolution maps could be obtained using 

Fig. 9. Volumetric expansion/contraction in atomic coordinates of the translocating pair of the RTC complexes of SARS-CoV-2. (A) Stereodiagram showing the Cα 
shift vectors from the 6xez to 7bv2 structures. (B) Total vector lengths (black) and projected vector lengths (red) as a function of distance to the center-of-mass of the 
complexes. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 10. The DFT derived-ED maps and differ-
ence maps. (A) The DFT-derived ED maps for the 
cyanide bound to the heme molecule contoured 
at 2.5σ (isomesh) and 5.0σ (isosurface). (B) For 
the apo heme. (C-G) Isomorphous difference 
Fourier maps between the two structures at 1.0, 
2.0, 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0 Å resolution, respectively. 
The maps are contoured at ± 2.5σ (green/red 
isomesh), and ± 5.0σ (green/red isosurface). (H) 
Real-space difference maps without removing 
resolution difference (at 2.0 and 5.0 Å resolu-
tion). (For interpretation of the references to 
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred 
to the web version of this article.)   
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only the first few frames from the stack of images corresponding to the 
lowest cumulative electron dose (Gisriel, et al., 2022; Kato, 2021). 
Addition of the remaining frames increased the total electron dose (by as 
high as 26-fold) but does not substantially improve the final resolution 
of the resulting maps. Instead, the added frames primarily corresponded 
to damaged proteins. The presence of large fractions of damaged pro-
teins in cryo-EM maps makes it very difficult to interpret map features, 
refine atomic models, and correct for voxel rescaling factors. Electron 
radiation-induced damage may not affect the interpretation of some 
important features (Hattne, 2018; Zhang, 2021), but it can affect the 
absolute voxel scaling factor. Efforts are needed to reliably estimate the 
extent of damage in image movie stacks and to properly remove cor-
rupted data due to radiation damage during image reconstruction since 
high-dose electron exposure is often recommended for data collection 
(Grant, 2015; Naydenova et al., 2020). 

A recent analysis of the Cα-C bond lengths in cryo-EM structures at 
4.0 and 2.8 Å resolution has shown that the bond-lengths were sys-
tematically shorter than those in the corresponding crystallographic 
structures (Sauer, 2020). Correction of the models by refining 
against + 10 % volume expansion of the cryo-EM maps above still shows 
that mean bond lengths that are systematically shorter than the expected 
values. There are two possibilities for these observations: (i) anisotrop-
ically corrected voxels may have systematically reduced the magnifi-
cation, and (ii) bond lengths are shortened by the effect of continuous 
electron radiation (i.e., increased bond order). In fact, it is known that 
electron damage introduces structural heterogeneity to the samples and 
limits the resolution of the resulting cryo-EM maps (Wang et al., 2018). 
Previous systematic analyses have also shown that none of the Cα atoms 
exhibited a chiral volume in high-dose high-resolution cryo-EM maps as 
reported for E. coli β-galactosidase and the Thermoplasma acidophilum 
proteasome (Wang, 2017a; Wang et al., 2018b). This could be inter-
preted as electron-induced dehydrogenation (or hydrogen abstraction) 
inducing sp3 to sp2 conversion of Cα atoms and systematically increasing 
the bond order of Cα atoms (Wang et al., 2018b). 

The high energy of electron radiation always generates both highly 
oxidizing hydroxyl radicals and highly reducing hydrogen radicals, as 
well as hydrated electrons. These all damage the protein samples. 
Through free radical chain reactions, X-ray radiation results in large 
scale oxygen-atom additions to residues that increase the protein vol-
ume (Wang, 2016a,b) whereas electron radiation results in dehydroge-
nation to increase the rigidity of proteins (Wang et al., 2018b). 
Therefore, both X-ray and electron radiation produce H2 although 
through distinct chemical mechanisms of hydrogen abstraction (Leap-
man and Sun, 1995; Meents et al., 2009). Radiation induced modifica-
tions of metalloenzymes to redox active metal centers can be even more 
complicated because these enzymes have evolved to funnel either highly 
reducing species (i.e., electron equivalents) or highly oxidizing species 
(i.e., electron “hole” equivalents) to metal ion clusters through specific 
pathways. Thus, the resulting structures may not be accurate in deter-
mining the oxidation state of metalloenzymes, especially when the metal 
ions are continuously oxidized or reduced in complex patterns. The 
current model refinement process is very powerful and can fit atomic 
models into cryo-EM maps on any voxel scale (Adams, 2010; Murshudov 
et al., 1997; Yamashita et al., 2021). Therefore, model refinement alone 
cannot assess the absolute voxel scaling errors or ensure the correctness 
of metal ion-ligand bond lengths. 
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